
STYLE GUIDE



MADE TO FIT YOUR BODY, CURATED TO FIT YOUR STYLE
Looking dapper isn’t about brand name labels.  It’s about a perfect fit.  Look the part in a boardroom and turn heads at 

the bar without the hassles and high prices of the mall.
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04 COLOR

the main colors of Dapper in Deed are dark gray and turquoise (light gray and white are also 

acceptable, secondarily). These colors are selected as part of our core visual identity. Together 

they are a powerful symbol of our vision and brand values.

cmyk (87, 36, 43, 8)
rgb (3, 123, 133)
adobe # 037b85

cmyk (94, 77, 53, 94)
rgb (34, 34, 35)
adobe # 222223

cmyk (8, 4, 4, 0)
rgb (232, 235, 237)

adobe # e8ebed

cmyk (0, 0, 0, 0)
rgb (255, 255, 255)

adobe # ffffff



05 TYPE

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(</;”<>?:’{}|!@#$%^&*-=+)

Aa
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
(</;”<>?:’{}|!@#$%^&*-=+)

Trade Gothic LT Std Trade Gothic No. 18 - Condensed



06 LOGO

EXCLUSION ZONE
graphic elements are strictly 

prohibited within dotted line. 

the exclusion area consists of 

clear space equivalent to the 

horizontal distance from the 

center of the circle to the bottom 

point of the collar shape.

0.5”

MINIMUM DISPLAY
to maintain consistency, the logo should adhere to minimum

display restrictions. *there is no maximum  size display



07 DISPLAY RULES

DO’S

the logo may appear in dark gray or black, if

needed to be on a white background

the logo’s edges may bleed off a page or margin 



08 DISPLAY RULES
DONT’S

the logo may not appear in different colors the logo may not appear distorted in any way

the logo may not appear with a third-party element



09 PROJECT IMAGERY

DONT’S
do not use overly saturated color filters

do not overly distort photos

do not use photoshop effects

DO’S
use natural lights

suit should appear awesome

asthetically pleasing


